Café ™ 21.9 Cu. Ft. Counter-Depth
Side-by-Side Refrigerator
CZS22MP2NS1
FEATURES

Temperature management features
Defrost type
Control type
Dispenser
Dispenser features
Icemaker
Water filtration
Filter location
Fresh food cabinet drawers
Top drawer
Middle drawer
Bottom drawer
Fresh food cabinet shelves
Fresh food door bins
Fresh food features
Fresh food door features
Freezer storage baskets
Freezer cabinet shelves
Freezer door shelves
Freezer features
Exterior style
Leveling system

CZS22MP2NS1
Stainless steel with
Brushed Stainless handles

Performance features

CAPACITY

FEATURES & BENEFITS
Great for hosting get-togethers, a Quick Ice setting that functions 50%
faster than the normal setting makes quality ice
Open the door frequently without worrying, thanks to a Turbo Cool setting
that drops the interior temperature to maintain a set degree
Enjoy water and ice from the refrigerator with total peace of mind, thanks to
an advanced water filtration system that uses MWF replacement filters to
remove 98% of pharmaceuticals*
*Removes 98% of ibuprofen, atenolol, fluoxetine, progesterone and trimethoprim. These
pharmaceuticals are not necessarily in all users’ water

Spills happen, but cleanup is stress-free thanks to adjustable slide-out,
spillproof glass shelves that easily shift and lock, and have raised edges to
contain mess
You'll know every item is in the ideal place with Clear Look door bins that
you can modify as you like and see through to take stock of their contents
Keep any delicacy wonderfully preserved in humidity-controlled drawers
that allow you to set your preferred temperature and level of moisture
From frozen meals to sorbet, keep a variety of items ice cold in glass freezer
shelves that provide secure storage and look stunning

APPEARANCE

Counter-depth design
Exterior design
Handle design
Hidden door hinge(s)
Textured steel case

Yes
Contoured doors
Café
Yes
Case only—Dark gray

Total capacity (cubic feet)
Fresh food capacity
Freezer capacity

WEIGHTS & DIMENSIONS

Overall depth
Overall height
Overall width
Case depth without door
Depth with door open 90°
Depth without handle
Height to top of case
Width w/door open 90° incl. handle
Width w/door open 90° less handle
Height to top of door trim
Approximate shipping weight
Net weight

4 electronic sensors; Short air tower
Frost Guard
Upfront electronic touch temperature
controls; Actual temperature display
Integrated with cubes; Crushed ice &
chilled water
Child lock; LED dispenser light; Door alarm;
Quick ice; Water filter indicator light
Factory-Installed
GE water filtration 6 month; MWFP
Upper right corner
Multi-level drawers; 3-stack drawer system
Snack drawer
Adjustable humidity
Sealed
4 total; glass; 3 adjustable; 2 slide-out; 3 spill
proof; 1 Quick Space shelf
4 total Clear Look; 2 adjustable with gallon
storage; 1 fixed; 1 adjustable
Integrated shelf support system; Interior
lighting - all LED
Dairy compartment
2-stack drawer system
4 total; 3 glass; 2 fixed; 1 slide-out; 1 sweet
spot shelf
4 total; 1 fixed bin; 3 wire tilt-out bins
Ice storage bin; Interior lighting - LED
Counter-depth
2 point front adjustable
Easily removable door gaskets; never
clean condenser

21.9 cu. ft.
14.24 cu. ft.
7.70 cu. ft.

30-3/4 in.
70-1/8 in.
36 in.
24-1/4 in.
46-1/2 in.
28-3/4 in.
69 in.
43-1/8 in.
38-1/4 in.
70-1/8 in.
360 lb.
340 lb.

Café ™ 21.9 Cu. Ft. Counter-Depth
Side-by-Side Refrigerator
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CZS22MP2NS1
WARRANTY
Parts warranty
Labor warranty
Warranty notes

D

A B C

Limited 1-year entire appliance
Limited 5-year sealed refrigerating system
Limited 1-year entire appliance
See written warranty for full details
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DIMENSIONS

I
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A B C

70-1/8

Height to top of hinge (in.) B

69-1/2

Height to top of case (in.) C

E

F

G

OVERALL
DIMENSIONS

D

Height to top of door (in.) A

69

Case depth without door (in.) D

24-1/4

Case depth less door handle (in.) E

28-3/4

Case depth with door handle (in.) F

30-3/4

Depth with fresh food door open 90° (in.) G

46-1/2

Width (in.) H

36

Width with door open 90° inc. door handle (in.) I
AIR

Each side (in.)

Height to top of door (in.) A

70-1/8

Height to top of hinge (in.) B

69-1/2

Case depth without door (in.) D

24-1/4

Case depth less door handle (in.) E

28-3/4

Case depth with door handle (in.) F

30-3/4

Depth with fresh food door open 90° (in.) G

46-1/2

OVERALL
DIMENSIONS

Height to top of case (in.) C
ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES

Width (in.) H

AIR

Each side (in.)
Top (in.)
Back (in.)

1/8

Top (in.)

1

Back (in.)

2

69

36

Width with door open 90° inc. door handle (in.) I

CXMS2H2PNBZ
Brushed Bronze
2 handles

43-1/8

CXMS2H2PNBT
Brushed Black
2 handles

43-1/8
1/8
1
2

CXMS2H2PNCU
Brushed Copper
2 handles

For answers to your Café™ product questions, visit our website at cafeappliances.com.
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